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A personal account of a draftee's Army life in the mid 1950s, when world events created great tension. A close look at a
different time.
Traditionally, much of the work studying war and conflict has focused on men. Men commonly appear as soldiers,
commanders, casualties, and civilians. Women, by contrast, are invisible as combatants, and, when seen, are typically
pictured as victims. The field of war and conflict studies is changing: more recently, scholars of war and conflict have paid
increasing notice to men as a gendered category and given sizeable attention to women's multiple roles in conflict and
post-conflict settings. The Oxford Handbook of Gender and Conflict focuses on the multidimensionality of gender in
conflict, yet it also prioritizes the experience of women, given both the changing nature of war and the historical deemphasis on women's experiences. Today's wars are not staged encounters involving formal armies, but societal wars
that operate at all levels, from house to village to city. Women are necessarily involved at each level. Operating from this
basic intellectual foundation, the editors have arranged the volume into seven core sections: the theoretical foundations
of the role of gender in violent conflicts; the sources for studying contemporary conflict; the conflicts themselves; the postconflict process; institutions and actors; the challenges presented by the evolving nature of war; and, finally, a substantial
set of case studies from across the globe. Genuinely comprehensive, this Handbook will not only serve as an
authoritative overview of this massive topic, it will set the research agenda for years to come.
Uses primary and secondary source materials to explore world history from the Stone Age to present times.
For several decades the debate over collective security -- the idea that alliances are problematic and that all nations
should pledge to come to the aid of any nation that is a victim of aggression -- has been polarized. Collective Conflict
Management and Changing World Politics probes the international and domestic conditions under which collective
security tends to work or not, and questions if the end of the Cold War makes success more or less likely than before.
The contributors conclude that collective conflict management is possible under specific situations, as they enumerate
various domestic and international requisites that circumscribe such possibilities.
Produced with the International Peace Academy in New York, this volume focuses largely on the conflicts of the 1990s
and future projects, examining multifacteted issues involved in conflict management, suggesting new approaches and
tools for future conflict management.
Game Studies is a rapidly growing area of contemporary scholarship, yet volumes in the area have tended to focus on
more general issues. With Playing with the Past, game studies is taken to the next level by offering a specific and
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detailed analysis of one area of digital game play -- the representation of history. The collection focuses on the ways in
which gamers engage with, play with, recreate, subvert, reverse and direct the historical past, and what effect this has on
the ways in which we go about constructing the present or imagining a future. What can World War Two strategy games
teach us about the reality of this complex and multifaceted period? Do the possibilities of playing with the past change the
way we understand history? If we embody a colonialist's perspective to conquer 'primitive' tribes in Colonization, does
this privilege a distinct way of viewing history as benevolent intervention over imperialist expansion? The fusion of these
two fields allows the editors to pose new questions about the ways in which gamers interact with their game worlds.
Drawing these threads together, the collection concludes by asking whether digital games - which represent history or
historical change - alter the way we, today, understand history itself.
During the Cold War ideological and politico-military rivalries mostly dictated the actions of the competing blocs, including
their involvement in foreign conflicts. In Africa for instance, the East-West rivalry of the time not only fuelled conflicts but
also appeared to undermine the use of diplomacy as a tool for peacemaking and conflict resolution. With the fall of the
Berlin Wall in 1989 and the demise of the Soviet Union however, there was a transformation of the conflict arena in the
continent, which presented new opportunities and threats. This therefore raises a fundamental question of how the end of
the Cold War has affected the character of conflicts and their successful management in Africa. Using Liberia and
Somalia as case studies, Post-Cold War Conflicts in Africa analyses how the post Cold War conflicts in these two
countries and their management differed from what they would have been during the Cold War era. It shows for instance
that while in Liberia the major powers appeared content to cede the management of the conflict to the sub-regional
group, ECOMOG, in Somalia, the conflict appeared to be turned into an arena for simple military experiment without any
of the old Cold War ideological rivalries playing any role in its trajectory or management. The book argues that the end of
the Cold War offers an opportunity for the successful use of a new approach to conflict management in the continent,
which would be anchored on traditional African diplomacy. This new approach would involve a triumvirate of eminent
men and women from the continent, regional peacekeeping forces, and the warring factions themselves working in
concert to replace the rifle with 'talking till every one agrees'
This handbook explores the challenges and opportunities for leadership and conflict response in the context of Africa at
several levels. Leadership plays a vital role in affecting conflict response but is frequently only examined at the macro
level of state, government, and international organizations. This handbook addresses the need to explore challenges and
opportunities for leadership at several levels: macro (global, regional, national), meso (NGOs, religious groups,
academics), and micro (civil society organizations, youth groups, women’s organizations). Analysis from multiple levels
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provides a broader explanation of conflict dynamics and helps to fit localized conflict transformation approaches into
wider national or regional structures. The multidisciplinary essays presented in this volume encompass the psychological,
political, and structural dimensions of conflict response and demonstrate how its success is fundamentally linked to the
style of effectiveness of leadership, among other factors. The volume is divided into four thematic sections: Part I: The
theory and dynamics of conflict response and leadership Part II: Macro-level leadership experiences in conflict response
Part III: Meso-/micro-level leadership experiences in conflict response Part IV: Recommendations for improved
leadership in conflict response This book will be of much interest to students of conflict resolution, peace studies, African
politics, security studies, and international relations, in general.
Draws on documentation released since the fall of the Soviet Union to offer a global history of communism in the twentieth century.
Geen enkele andere ideologie had in de twintigste eeuw zulke ingrijpende gevolgen en geen enkele andere maakte zo veel slachtoffers als
het Communisme. Een ideologie die een ongekende, vaak negatieve, invloed had op het dagelijks leven van alle burgers die aan het
Communistische systeem onderworpen waren, maar die ook een grote aantrekkingskracht had op intellectuelen in de hele wereld.
Deterrence as a strategic concept evolved during the Cold War. During that period, deterrence strategy was aimed mainly at preventing
aggression against the United States and its close allies by the hostile Communist power centers--the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR) and its allies, Communist China and North Korea. In particular, the strategy was devised to prevent aggression involving nuclear
attack by the USSR or China. Since the end of the Cold War, the risk of war among the major powers has subsided to the lowest point in
modern history. Still, the changing nature of the threats to American and allied security interests has stimulated a considerable broadening of
the deterrence concept. Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence examines the meaning of deterrence in this new environment and identifies key
elements of a post-Cold War deterrence strategy and the critical issues in devising such a strategy. It further examines the significance of
these findings for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. Quantitative and qualitative measures to support judgments about the potential success
or failure of deterrence are identified. Such measures will bear on the suitability of the naval forces to meet the deterrence objectives. The
capabilities of U.S. naval forces that especially bear on the deterrence objectives also are examined. Finally, the book examines the utility of
models, games, and simulations as decision aids in improving the naval forces' understanding of situations in which deterrence must be used
and in improving the potential success of deterrence actions.
This volume brings together a leading group of scholars to offer a new perspective on the history of conflicts and trade, focusing on the role of
small and medium, or "weak", and often neutral states. Existing historiography has often downplayed the importance of such states in world
trade, during armed conflicts, and as important agents in the expanding trade and global connections of the last 250 years. The country
studies demonstrate that these states played a much bigger role in world and bilateral trade than has previously been assumed, and that this
role was augmented by the emergence of truly global conflicts and total war. In addition to careful country or comparative studies, this book
provides new data on trade and shipping during wars and examines the impact of this trade on the individual states’ economies. It spans the
period from the late 18th century to the First and Second World Wars and the Cold War of the 20th century, a crucial period of change in the
concept and practice of neutrality and trade, as well as periods of transition in the nature and technology of warfare. This book will be of great
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interest to scholars of economic history, comparative history, international relations, and political science.
Intervention in armed conflicts is full of riddles that await attention from scholars and policymakers. This book argues that rethinking
intervention—redefining what it is and why foreign powers take an interest in others' conflicts—is of critical importance to understanding how
conflicts evolve over time with the entry and exit of external actors. It does this by building a new model of intervention that crosses the
traditional boundaries between economics, international relations theory, and security studies, and places the economic interests and
domestic political institutions of external states at the center of intervention decisions. Combining quantitative and qualitative evidence from
both historical and contemporary conflicts, including interventions in both interstate conflicts and civil wars, it presents an in-depth discussion
of a range of interventions—diplomatic, economic, and military—in a variety of international contexts, creating a comprehensive model for future
research on the topic.
Zelfs de vijanden van James Bond zitten niet meer bij de KGB tegenwoordig. Je kunt je afvragen waar we 45 jaar lang zo bang voor zijn
geweest. De Koude Oorlog, de strijd tussen democratie en kapitalisme (het Westen) en het internationale communisme (het Oosten), werd
door iedereen als een grauwe en gevaarlijke periode ervaren. De aanleg van een kerwapenarsenaal door de beide wereldmachten zorgde in
vele landen voor - achteraf bekeken - hilarische brochures en tips van de Bescherming Burgerbevolking ('Wenken voor de bescherming van
uw gezin en uzelf'). In 2006 kan Lewis Gaddis opgelucht schrijven dat de Koreaoorlog eigenlijk het hoogtepunt van de strijd is geweest. Als
Margaret Thatcher, Ronald Reagan, Michail Gorgatsjov, Paus Johannes Paulus II en Lech Walesa dat hadden geweten, was het IJzeren
Gordijn dan eerder gevallen?
Presents case studies of defense reform initiatives in more than twenty countries
In Russia after the Cold War the editors provide an accessible and comprehensive survey of the state of Russia at the end of the twentieth
century, as it seeks to come to terms with its new status in the world community, the pressures and tensions arising from economic and social
change and with the problems of ensuring a democratic future. Written by a specially commissioned team of internationally respected experts
on contemporary Russia, Russia after the Cold War is ideally suited as a main text for introductory courses on modern Russia within a
politics, Area Studies or combined social science degree. Contributors: Alexei Avtonomov, Edwin Bacon, John Berryman, Christoph Bluth,
Michael Cox, Nadia Davidova, Mark Galeotti, James Hughes, Roger E. Kanet, Julie A. Lund, Nick Manning, Andrew Patmore, Anthony
Phillips, Richard Sakwa, Peter Shearman, Mark Webber, Stephen Webber, Stephen White, Matthew Wyman.

The book examines the evolution of EU conflict prevention as an internal EU process and as an area of external
cooperation with the UN, OSCE and NATO. Conflict prevention has emerged as a prominent EU policy in the post-Cold
War era. Yet, how suited is the organisation to practice conflict prevention, and what does the record of cooperation with
other key European organisations tell us about the EU's external priorities? The book critically analyses the EU's policy
and outcomes to date, concluding that conflict prevention is underdeveloped by the EU, and is in danger of being
marginalised in favour of shorter-term crisis management. Moreover, EU external cooperation reinforces this: the priority
is cooperation in crisis management with the UN and NATO, rather than longer-term cooperation with the OSCE.
The end of the Cold War created a near-euphoria that nations might resort less to military force and that the Doomsday
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nuclear clock might stop short of midnight. Events soon dashed the higher of these hopes, but the nature of military force
and the uses to which it might be put did appear to be changing. In this volume eleven leading scholars apply their
particular expertise to understanding what (if anything) has changed and what has not, why the patterns are as they are,
and just what the future might bring. Together, the authors address political, moral, and military factors in the decision to
use or avoid military force. Case studies of the Gulf War and Bosnia, analyses of the role of women in the armed forces
and the role of intelligence agencies, and studies of inter-branch and inter-agency tensions and cooperation inform the
various chapters. A strong and thoughtful introduction by H. W. Brands provides the context that ties together the themes
and perspectives. Scholars in this distinguished collection include Stephen Biddle, Alexander L. George, J. Bryan Hehir,
Andrew Kohut, Andrew Krepinevich, James M. Lindsay, Charles Moskos, Williamson Murray, Bruce Russett, Tony Smith,
and Susan L. Woodward. The volume will help scholars, policy makers, and concerned citizens contemplate national
alternatives when force threatens.
This edited volume provides a critical and comparative discussion of the changing synergy between the military and
society in the dramatically transforming global security climate, drawing on examples from the Asian, Pacific, African,
Middle Eastern, European and South American regions. The book is interdisciplinary and covers wide-ranging issues
relating to civil military relations, democratization, regional security, ethnicity, peace-building and peace keeping, civilian
oversight, internal repression, gender, regime change and civil society.
De Koude OorlogOveramstel Uitgevers
Since the end of the Cold War, conflict prevention and resolution, peacekeeping and peacebuilding have risen to the top
of the international agenda. The third edition of this hugely popular text explains the key concepts, charts the
development of the field, evaluates successes and failures, and assesses the main current challenges and debates in the
second decade of the twenty-first century. Existing material has been thoroughly updated and seven new chapters
added, on conflict resolution in a changing international order; environmental conflict resolution; conflict resolution in the
arts and popular culture; conflict resolution, the media and the communications revolution; managing radical
disagreement in intractable conflict; theories and critiques of the field; and upcoming challenges and tasks for the next
generation. The authors argue that a new form of cosmopolitan conflict resolution is emerging, which offers a hopeful
means for human societies to handle their conflicts non-violently and eventually to transcend and celebrate their
differences. Part I offers a comprehensive survey of the theory and practice of conflict resolution. Part II sets the field
within the context of rapid global change and addresses the controversies that have surrounded conflict resolution as it
has entered the mainstream. Contemporary Conflict Resolution is essential reading for students of peace and security
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studies, conflict management and international politics, as well as for those working in non-governmental organizations
and think-tanks.
The decade of 1940 to 1949 in Greece was perhaps the most tragic period in the history of that nation. Occupied by the
Axis powers from 1941 to 1944, it suffered greatly at their hands. Immediately following the liberation of Greece, the
country was thrown into a brutal civil war that further contributed to its destruction, but this time at the hands of the
Greeks themselves. It was this dark period that would so profoundly influence Greece over the next 40 years.
Additionally, this period was characterized by an important shift in Mediterranean hegemony, and a realignment of foreign
policy objectives for most democratic powers, most notably the United States. Via the Truman Doctrine, American
presence in Greece became a reality, giving Great Britain the opportunity to abruptly exit the stage. It was indeed a
turning point.
Surprisingly, one of sport’s most contentious, complex, and defining clashes played out not in the boxing ring or at the
line of scrimmage but on the genteel green fairways of the world’s finest golf courses. Arnie and Jack. Palmer and
Nicklaus. Their fifty-year duel, in both the clubhouse and the boardroom, propelled each to the status of American icon
and pushed modern golf to the heights and popularity it enjoys today. Arnie was the cowboy, with rugged good looks,
Popeye-like forearms, a flailing swing, and charm enough to win fans worldwide. Jack was scientific, precise,
conservative, aloof, even fat and awkward. Ultimately, Nicklaus got the better of Palmer on the course, beating him in
major victories 18-7. But Palmer bested Nicklaus almost everywhere else, especially in the hearts of the public and in
endorsement dollars. By the end of this page-turning narrative, we see that each man wanted what the other had: Arnold
wanted the trophies. Jack wanted the love. In the tradition of John Feinstein and Mark Frost, Ian O’Connor has written a
compelling account of one of the greatest rivalries in sports history.
"The main strength of this book is that it presents a ‘human’ side to American Government that challenges students to
think critically while still presenting the ‘teaching’ side with objectives, self-tests, and chapter reviews." —Kathleen
Barrett, University of West Georgia In the Third Edition of American Government: Stories of a Nation, author Scott F.
Abernathy tunes in to the voices of all Americans, showing how our diverse ideas shape the way we participate and
behave, the laws we live by, and the challenges we face. From the Constitutional Convention to the 2020 presidential
election, each chapter features rich, personal narratives that illustrate how the American political system is the product of
strategies, calculations, and miscalculations of countless individuals. It focuses on real people, the actions they take, the
struggles they face, and how their choices influence outcomes. The key concepts are memorable because they are tied
to real politics, where students see political action and political choices shaping how institutions advance or impede the
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fulfillment of fundamental ideas. Participation is at the heart of this groundbreaking new text, with ample background on
how we participate and why. Not only will all students see themselves reflected in the pages, but they will come to
understand that they, too, are strategic players in American politics, with voices that matter. This title is accompanied by
a complete teaching and learning package. Contact your SAGE representative to request a demo. Digital Option /
Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform that delivers this text’s content and course materials in a
learning experience that offers auto-graded assignments and interactive multimedia tools, all carefully designed to ignite
student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it offers simple course set-up
and enables students to better prepare for class. Assignable Video with Assessment Assignable video (available with
SAGE Vantage) is tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life. Watch a
sample video now. LMS Cartridge: Import this title’s instructor resources into your school’s learning management
system (LMS) and save time. Don’t use an LMS? You can still access all of the same online resources for this title via
the password-protected Instructor Resource Site. CQ Press Lecture Spark: Designed to save you time and ignite student
engagement, these free weekly lecture launchers focus on current event topics tied to key concepts in American
Government. Access this week’s topic.
De kleine Maya en haar broer groeien in het Amerika van de jaren dertig op bij hun zwaar gelovige oma in het straatarme en door
en door racistische Zuiden. Wanneer de kinderen bij hun moeder in St. Louis moeten gaan wonen, wacht Maya een zware
beproeving. Toch groeit ze, mede dankzij de literatuur, uit tot een jonge vrouw die vertrouwt op haar eigen kracht. Ik weet waarom
gekooide vogels zingen is een autobiografische moderne klassieker die wereldwijd al talloze lezers heeft geraakt.
When? Where? Why? By: Edward Brittingham When? Where? Why? is a reminder of how the centuries of war and conflicts have
changed our country. Terrorism, such as ISIS, creates a strategy to end this volatile enemy. Benghazi, still blazing, will go on
forever. The subject of emails and associated matters gives a new enlightened view of things to come. The presidential election,
the Obama connection, and the initial moves of the presidential elect, close out this chapter. After eight years of disguising the
United States of America, the summation of facts makes him a disgrace to this most high office. Edward Brittingham addresses all
of these issues in his latest book. This is a must read!
The end of the cold war has not meant an end to conflict around the world. Disagreements still exist, and discord continues to
erupt into battles. In Resolving Regional Conflicts, twelve scholars present a broad introduction to the issue of discord within and
between nations, exploring models by which emerging security problems can be analyzed and looking at specific conflicts and the
ways they are being handled.
This new volume explores the theory and practice of war and peace in modern historical context. In fifteen clear and concise
chapters, this book hits the high and low points of international politics over a two hundred year period, plus a brief foray into the
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future out to 2025. War, Peace and International Relations serves as an excellent introduction to the international history of the
past two centuries, showing how those two centuries were shaped and reshaped extensively by war. This book takes a broad view
of what was relevant to the causes, courses, and consequences of wars. This upper-level textbook is an invaluable resource for
students of strategic studies, security studies, international relations and international history.
This Handbook provides in one volume an authoritative and independent treatment of the UN's seventy-year history, written by an
international cast of more than 50 distinguished scholars, analysts, and practitioners. It provides a clear and penetrating
examination of the UN's development since 1945 and the challenges and opportunities now facing the organization. It assesses
the implications for the UN of rapid changes in the world - from technological innovation to shifting foreign policy priorities - and the
UN's future place in a changing multilateral landscape. Citations and additional readings contain a wealth of primary and
secondary references to the history, politics, and law of the world organization. This key reference also contains appendices of the
UN Charter, the Statute of the International Court of Justice, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
International Relations since 1945 is the most student-friendly guide to the history of international relations. In it, Young and Kent
provide an accessible and comprehensive introduction to key developments in international relations across the world. Now in its
third edition, the text has been thoroughly updated to include contemporary developments and includes a brand new concluding
part: 'The Age of Uncertainty, 2011 - 2018'. New to the third edition are three chapters covering developments from the last
decade. The first of these, 'Conflict and Chaos in the Middle East', describes the development of the War in Syria and the
emergence of the so-called Islamic State. Young & Kent tackle Brexit and the Trump administration in a new chapter on 'Threats to
the existing Global Order: Instability in the West'. The final new chapter details 'Challenges from the East' with an overview of
Russia's unstable relationship with NATO, North Korea's nuclear ambitions, and China's new international economic rules under
the leadership of Xi Jinping. International Relations Since 1945 is helpfully structured chronologically and by region, taking the
reader through the tension of the Cold War and post-war decolonisation to the Vietnam War, The Detente Era, and the latest
developments in Middle East politics. Furthermore, students are supported by helpful learning features including biographies of
key figures and chronologies of events.
While Germans, the largest immigration group in the United States, contributed to the shaping of American society and left their
mark on many areas from religion and education to food, farming, political and intellectual life, Americans have been instrumental
in shaping German democracy after World War II. Both sides can claim to be part of each other's history, and yet the question
arises whether this claim indicates more than a historical interlude in the forming of the Atlantic civilization. In this volume some of
the leading historians, social scientists and literary scholars from both sides of the Atlantic have come together to investigate, for
the first time in a broad interdisciplinary collaboration, the nexus of these interactions in view of current and future challenges to
German-American relations.
‘Het beste waargebeurde spionageverhaal dat ik ooit las.’ John le Carré Superspannend: over de buitenlandse betrekkingen
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tussen de Verenigde Staten, Engeland en Rusland en botsende ideologieën Ben Macintyre is een gelauwerd historicus en auteur,
dit is zijn beste boek tot nu toe Dit is het waargebeurde verhaal van een van de meest buitengewone spionnen uit de
geschiedenis. In 1968 kreeg Oleg Gordievsky zijn eerste post voor de KGB en binnen een paar jaar werd hij de topman van de
Sovjet-Unie in Londen, waar hij vanaf 1973 stiekem werkte voor MI6. Geen enkele andere spion heeft de KGB meer beschadigd
en de loop van de Koude Oorlog voor altijd zo veranderd. De CIA wilde koste wat het kost weten wie deze bron was die
overduidelijk op het hoogste niveau opereerde. En de CIA-officier die was aangesteld om hem te identificeren, was Aldrich Ames:
de man die zelf berucht zou worden omdat ook hij een dubbelspion was en in het geheim voor de Sovjets spioneerde. Maar Oleg
Gordievsky speelt de hoofdrol in een gehaaid spel tussen Amerika, Groot-Brittannië en de Sovjet-Unie dat zijn climax vindt in een
filmische ontsnapping uit Moskou in 1985. Adembenemend spannend én allemaal waargebeurd. De pers over De spion en de
verrader: ‘Oleg Gordievsky was de belangrijkste Britse agent van de Koude Oorlog... Een oogverblindende non-fictiethriller, een
intiem portret van spionage op het hoogste niveau.’ The Guardian ‘Macintyre is de meest vooraanstaande schrijver geworden
van de Britse inlichtingengeschiedenis omdat hij de essentie begrijpt van spionage: het gaat over wachten, plannen, schaduwen,
verbergen.’ The Washington Post ‘Bloedstollende en waargebeurde spionagegeschiedenis uit de meest wanhopige jaren van de
Koude Oorlog...’ Kirkus reviews ‘Een dubbelportret van twee van de meest succesvolle dubbelagenten van de Koude Oorlog.’
The New York Times
China Among Unequals presents asymmetry theory, a new paradigm for the study of international relations, derived from China''s
relationships with its neighbors and the world. The first collection of its kind, it brings together key writings on the theory and its
applications to China''s basic foreign policy, particularly towards the United States and the rest of Asia. Starting with an exploration
of the general theory of asymmetry, with particular attention given to such topics as human rights, soft power, regionalism, and
asymmetric wars, the book then moves on to the fundamentals of China''s external relations, looking at the complexities created
by its scale and broad range of neighbors. Traditional imperial relationships are analyzed, as well as China''s more recent
emphasis on multipolarity. The third section deals with US-China ties - China''s most important relationship, and the only one in
which it is in the more vulnerable position. The final section treats in detail the relationships between China and its Asian
neighbors, including Southeast Asia and the complicated multilateral situations of Korea and Taiwan.
Space Politics and Policy: An Evolutionary Perspective provides a comprehensive survey of Space Policy. This book is organized
around two themes. Space Policy is evolutionary in that it has responded to dramatic political events, such as the launching of
Sputnik and the Cold War, and has undergone dynamic and evolutionary policy changes over the course of the space age. Space
Policy is an integral part of and interacts with public policy processes in the United States and abroad. The book analyzes Space
Policy at several levels including historical context, political actors and institutions, political processes and policy outcomes. It
examines the symbiotic relationships between policy, technology, and science; provides a review and synthesis of the existing
body of knowledge in Space Policy; and identifies Space Policy trends and developments from the beginnings of the space age
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through the current era of the twenty-first century.
‘Westads schrijfstijl is helder, gevat en vurig. Deze keer is zijn speelveld breed genoeg om zijn kennis en menselijkheid volledig
recht te doen.’ Marilyn B. Young, New York University De Koude Oorlog was het lijnrecht tegenover elkaar staan van het
kapitalisme en het socialisme. Een confrontatie die het heftigst was tussen 1945 en 1989, maar de oorsprong van het conflict gaat
veel verder terug en de gevolgen zijn nog steeds voelbaar. De Koude Oorlog zorgde ervoor dat de wereld werd gedomineerd door
twee supermachten die als uitgangspunt hadden dat alleen het eigen systeem goed was en dat van de ander per definitie heel erg
slecht. Dit leidde tot een wapenwedloop waardoor we nu genoeg atoomwapens hebben om onze aarde meerdere keren volledig
te vernietigen. Net als de Amerikanen geloofden de sovjetleiders dat de ‘oude’ maatschappijen, gebaseerd op lokale identiteit,
standsverschil en een sterke band met het verleden, volkomen achterhaald waren. De Koude Oorlog ging dan ook over de
maatschappij van de toekomst. De keuze was beperkt: die van de Sovjet-Unie, waar de staatsmachine aan de verbetering van de
mensheid werkte, of die van de Amerikanen met een gedecentraliseerde staatsmacht en boven alles individuele vrijheid. Tegen
deze achtergrond werd het gevecht gevoerd, met als gevolg conflict na conflict en genadeloze leiders. Odd Arne Westad is
hoogleraar VS-Azië Relaties aan Harvard University en geeft les op de Kennedy School of Government. Van zijn hand verschenen
The Global Cold War (2005), dat de Bancroft Prize heeft gewonnen, en Decisive Encounters (2003), het standaardwerk over de
Chinese burgeroorlog. Ook werkte hij mee aan de driedelige Cambridge History of the Cold War (2010). Recenter verscheen
Restless Empire: China and the World since 1750 (2012).
Peter Hjertholm, Editorial Assistant Aid has worked in the past but can be made to work better in the future. In this important new
book, leading economists and political scientists, including experienced aid practitioners, re-examine foreign aid. The evolution of
development doctrine over the past fifty years is critically investigated, and conventional wisdom and current practice is
challenged. As well as offering important new research material, the book opens up new directions for future practice and policy. It
will be of vital interest to those working in economics, politics and development studies, as well as to governmental and aid
professionals.
The Modern Age to Present (1900 AD to Present) Chronologically based, but focused more on skill development Meant to be a 30
to 45 minute experience every day World history is combined with social studies in a one-year course. The middle school student
will see history come to life no matter what their pace or ability. Developed by Dr. James Stobaugh, the courses grow in difficulty
with each year, preparing students for high school work. This is a comprehensive examination of history, geography, economics,
and government systems. This educational set equips students to learn from a starting point of God's creation of the world and
move forward with a solid biblically-based worldview. Volume III Covers - Modernism, the World at War, American Education,
Evangelicalism, Modern Social Problems, and more.
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